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STORY:

"Crazy Mattonella", "Rosette's desert", "Little snow balls"... what's going on? Are they sweets?
Oh yes, because Chiara, the protagonist of this book, is 10 years old and cooking is her passion: her
favourite recipes are pastry-making.
During her summer holiday in the countryside, her grandma teached her all the pastry secrets.
Not only ingredients and how to make sweets, but even the way to create new unbelievable recipes
with lots of fantasy.
But the remarkable thing is that Chiara makes her sweets all on her own, she doesn't need any
adults's to help. She doesn't need electric kitchen tools, oven or cooktop, she adds the ingredients
she needs at her mom's shopping list and then she does all alone.
Chiaras’ sweets taste so good and they're beautiful and fanciful too. With her friends she founded
"The sweet Club", every week they have a talk, they have fun, they plan parties and they have a late
afternoon snack.
54 terrific sweets to make in every week end all year long.
Without adults's help.
Without using electric kitchen tools.
Without using oven or cooktop.
An enjoyable story will introduce you in the sweet world of Chiara.
MORE INFO:

Alessandro Corallo works for the first italian private television, Mediaset in a satirical show called
"Striscia la notizia" since 1992.
He also works with the italian most famous illusionist Antonio Casanova, for him he wrote TV and
theatre's magic shows and magic books. He is screenwriter for short animation movies for children.
Books: he wrote "Ad Haiti si nasce ultimi" about haitian children's life and "Haiti non muore" about
the 2010 earthquake in Haiti. His last book "Matt and Splatch", a children's fantasy has been a great
success for children, students and adults.
Alessandro and "his" Chiara have fun in the kitchen: Chiara preparing them and Alessandro tasting
them and telling stories.
www.alessandrocorallo.com
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